The asymptotic stability with a prescribed degree of time delayed systems subject to multiple bounded discrete delays has received important attention in the last years. It is basically proved that the α-stability locally in the delays (i.e., all the eigenvalues have prefixed strictly negative real parts located in Re s ≤ −α < 0) may be tested for a set of admissible delays including possible zero delays either through a set of Lyapunov's matrix inequalities or, equivalently, by checking that an identical number of matrices related to the delayed dynamics are all stability matrices. The result may be easily extended to check the ε-asymptotic stability independent of the delays, that is, for all the delays having any values, the eigenvalues are stable and located in Re s ≤ ε → 0 − . The above referred number of stable matrices to be tested is 2 r for a set of distinct r point delays and includes all possible cases of alternate signs for summations for all the matrices of delayed dynamics. The manuscript is completed with a study for prescribed closed-loop spectrum assignment (or "pole placement") under output feedback.
Stability results

Consider the time-invariant time-delay systeṁ x(t) = A 0 x(t) +
where x ∈ R n is the state vector, h k ≥ 0 (k = 1,2,...,r) are r point constant delays. The initial conditions of (1.1) are given by any absolutely continuous function ϕ : [−h,0] → R n , with possibly finite discontinuities on a subset of zero measure of [−h,0] , where h = max 1≤k≤r (h k ). The system (1.1) is said to be α-symptotically stable locally in the delays (α-ASLD) for all h k ∈ [0,h k ] for some α ∈ R + , h k > 0 (k = 1,2,...,r) (i.e., all the roots of 2 Stability and spectrum assignment in systems with lags
A k e −hks ) = 0 lie in Res ≤ −α < 0), see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The following result was proved in [5] . Result 1.1 was proved based on the subsequent technical fact also proved in [5] .
Fact 1.2.
For any set of symmetric constant n-matrices {T k ; k = 0,1,...,r}, the inequality
holds for some α ∈ R + , a real n-matrix P = P T > 0, and all real
..,r) if and only if it holds at the 2 r vertices of the hyper-rectangle:
The following technical lemma will be then used to prove the main results. Proof. Assume that all the A i are stability matrices with stability abscissas (−α i ) < 0 then (A i + α i I) are stable matrices and
for i = 1,2,...,r, all real n-matrix P = P T > 0 then
..,r and all α > 0 as specified. To prove the converse, consider three cases for (1.7) to fail and then proceed by contradiction. + α i I)P + P(A i + α i I) = 0 for at least one i ∈ {1, 2,...,r}. Consider the linear and time-invariant systemẋ(t) = (A i + α i I)x(t) for any bounded x(0) = x 0 ∈ R n with a Lyapunov-Razumikhin function candidate V (x) = x T (t)Px(t), some real matrix P = P T > 0. It turns out thaṫ
for any x 0 = 0. 
Thus for any positive definite symmetric square n-matrix Q, there exists a positive definite matrix P such that
which always holds for sufficiently large ρ i (i.e., for sufficiently stable A i ) for given ΔA ki 2 , i = 1,2,...,r, and, thus, for sufficiently large Min(α i ) 1≤i≤r .
The main result of this section is now stated. 
are all stability matrices for any real constants ρ k > 0, k = 1,2,...,r, and some real α > 0. Thus, all the systems of the forṁ
are α-SLD for any prefixed set of real scalars holds so that P is nonunique and thus the system (1. and the proof of (i) has been completed.
(ii) It follows directly from (i) with ρ k = h k α for k = 1,2,...,r and α > 0.
(iii) Consider the nonunique factorizations ρ k = γ k β k , for any sequences {γ k ; k = 1,2,...,r}, {β k ; k = 1,2,...,r}, being only subject to the constraints β k > 1 for all k = 1,2,...,r. Thus, it follows from (ii) for
.,r) that if the matrices
are all stability matrices for m = 1,2,...,2 r , then all the systems (1.14) are α-ASLD.
(iv) It follows from (iii) since the asymptotic stability of the systems (1.14) for all possible values of the delays from zero to infinity, with
..,r, is guaranteed by testing the 2 r given n-matrices for all m = 1,2,...,2 r . A k ) are both stability matrices. In other words, the delayed dynamics-free auxiliary systeṁ z(t) = A 0 z(t) and the delay-free systemż(t) = ( r k=0 A k )z(t) are both globally exponentially stable. Both conditions are known to be necessary for stability independent of 6 Stability and spectrum assignment in systems with lags the delays (see [3, 5] ) and they are obtained in this context as a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4.
Output-feedback stabilization with prescribed pole placement
Now system (1.1) is considered as forced and with a measurable outpuṫ
where h ≥ 0 is now the base delay and h i = ih (i = 1,r). The change of notation and specification of delays related to a base one h is made by description simplicity reasons. The transfer function of (2.1) is defined in a standard way by using the Laplace transforms of the output and input as with q and q being integers satisfying q ≤ q ≤ rn. For exposition simplicity, it is assumed without loss of generality that q = q. Otherwise, (2.3b) still applies by zeroing the necessary polynomials B (·) : i (e −hs ) are defined in the same way leading to an equivalent description of (2.1). The following result is the main one of this section. 
for any integer υ ≥ 1. Furthermore, if n m0 ≥ 2n − 1, then there is at least a solution (R i (s), S i (s)), i = 0,υ − 1, which satisfies the following degree constraints: 
